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07.Links

04.Block Build 05.Block Develop01.Original Shape 02.Six Equal Parts 03. 5 x 2 + 1

09.Surface + Basement 10.Combination08.Landscape 06.Platform

A shape of infinite loop, symbolizing 
the meaning of circulation  

Designing green areas on the platforms, 
to bring people the feeling of closeness 

to nature

Dividing the circular equally into six parts, 
making the whole euquality and balanced

Linking every blocks by circular corridors 
which have the traffic function and also 

strengthen the spatial relationships

From the station of “10 genomic tools+10 
personal life”, drawing out the concept of “5x2”, 

plus 1 control center

Well-designed landscapes maintaining a 
harmonious relationship between natural 

environment and buildings. 

The whole length controlled within 8 to 10 
layers, trying to hormonize with surroundings 

Ecotypic and intelligentized surface which 
can reduce the consumption of engergy and 
improve the rate of utilization of bioenergy; 
adding basement with shopping, UAV, parking 

functions.

Adding platforms and some other structural 
designs on blocks, to make the whole space 

more layered 

Integrating all those functions to make the 
medical space enter into  people’s daily life as 
those commercial centers, and everyone will 

become the master of own health life.

GHS!2050?
Global Health Station

WHAT IS GHS?

WHY IS GHS NECESSARY?

 HOW DOES GHS WORK?

GHS is the multi-functional health sharing station, connecting medical resources around the world. Within the 
effective range of the platform, some heathspots conducted by our center site,distributed in regions of different 
functions, such as living, shopping and transportation, will be constructed. We hope the platform designed can 
provide a well-balanced, sharing, co-operative, green, intelligent and safe medical environment, serving each 
and every person all over the world.

The current medical problem mainly shows in resource imbalance. As described 
in the image below, the global medical resource distribution is seriously uneven, 
especially in developing countries. many other issues like tensional doctor-patient 
relationship, resource imbalance and fee opacity, have come up long before the year 
of 2015 and have been known to public well. As the time moves on, there are some 
effective solutions for those problems, but not yet universally applied. However, new 
difficulties will arise spontaneously when old ones will be solved possibly by 2025, 
we hope to predict the potential problems and find possible solutions.

According to the United Nations forecast, the global population will exceed 9 
billion by 2050. Therefore, cross-border cooperation, resource sharing, unified 
management, information symetry and many others will be urgely needed to meet 
the growing demands and fix new medical problems that may occur.

On account of those issues mentioned above, we have designed 
a global health sharing platform with unified management. It 
can integrate all the resources and provide a convenient and 
effcient paltform for medical companies. With that, we expect the 
platform can serve each and every person efficiently as well as 
protect the interest and privacy of people.

Similar to the current high-speed railway stations, airports and 
commercial centers, the platforms we designed are medical 
complexes as well as medical central processors. The quantity, 
scale and location of platfroms will vary according to the situation 
of different ciites. Each platform consists of flexible structures 
and diverse multi-functional modules, which are able to meet 
various needs and can be rented and customized by different 
companies,and the modules can link to GHS.

In this rapid developing society of information technology, lots of technologies and 
intelligent systems have been applied to medical field, which is demonstrated in the 
figures below. At the same time, problems behind the big date may continuously 
increase. For example, problems like system dispersion and information mismatch 
will affect the harmonious development of society seriously, if the new medical 
companies which arise as the new technology models accumulate is lack of centralized 
management. Were that to happen, no matter how the science and technology progress, 
there would be no better future for us.

large rapidly developing countries
high risklow risk
extreme riskmedium risk
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Tensional doctor-patient 
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iDoc - online / offline Information Asymmetry
Format Mismatch
Management is not uniform
Resource cannot be shared
Market Chaotic
Medicine Monopoly
Resource Waste
Decentralized system

Information symmetry
Format Unified
Unified Management
Resource balance
Cross-border Cooperation
Diversified Space
sustainable environment
Sharing Platform

...... ..................

Resource Imbalance Independent medical
Online medical community

smart device
GIS System

Cost is not Transparent Price Check App

Resource Waste

Absolutism Democracy

Individual generated large data 
and global population comparison

Geographic Information System of a Human Being - 10 Genomic Tools Timeline of Sequencing Applications in Medicine from Prewomb 
to Tomb - 10 Stations of the Whole Human Life

Source：J.L.Grady et al., "Whole-Genome Sequencing and Social-
network Analysys of a Tuberculosis Outbreak"

IoMT=Internet of Medical ThingsSource: " A survey of the Future of 
Medicine,:The economist, March 
19,1994

Source：E.J.Topop,"Individual Medicine from Prewomb to Tomb", Cell 157 (2014): 241-253.

As life expectancy increases, most 
diseases will gradually be "cured."

A MIRU-VNTR and Social-
   Network Analysis

B Whole-Genome Sequencing 
and Social-Network Analysis

IoMT

Sensor/Medical Image
Medical Record/Lab/Genomics

Single Case(N=1)

multiple-case(N≥7000million)
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Open the Gate of Future
Time：2050
Site：each city around the world
Scale：depends on the population of each city
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source: international sos 2015

At the early stage of the design, we have realized that the 
development of future healthcare architecture should be 
based on many aspects, including human society, culture, 
science, medical development, and so on, rather than 
develops in isolation. According to that and our research and 
analysis, we have designed a multi-functional health sharing 
station, connecting medical resources around the world.

The concept of this design is initially inspired by whole-
genome sequencing and analysis diagram of social network 
data.Through social network data and the whole equipment 
of whole-genome sequencing, pathogen species, the first 
virus carrier and the accurate propagation path which forms 
as a circular capable of connecting diverse data and resource 
orderly, can be detected. In addition,though circular may have 
different meanings in different counties, they all are somehow 
related to the idea of circulation. So we hope the design of 
the medical platform can perform as a medium linking global 
resource around the world and circulated continuously.

Beyond the flexible structure and system, multi-functional 
modules, the energies used in the whole platform are 
all environmental-friendly, such as solar power, wind, 
bioenergy,hydropwer and geothermal energy.. The materials 
of the platform are all made via biological technology, artificial 
intelligence and algorithm. Under the premise of sticking to 
the nature's circulation rules, we expect the whole architecture 
environment will be like a living organism, be harmony with 
nature,benefit human beings.
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The final frontier of design is to breathe life into products and building around us to form a 
two-material ecology,one is synthetic,the other organic.We unite these two worldviews to 
create the material.Frow now on,it is to a new age of design and creation that takes us from a 
nature-insipred design to a design-inspired nature.

GHS!2050?
Global Health Station

HYDROELECTRIC POWER SYSYTEMMATERIAL PRODUCT

BIOENERGY POWER SYSYTEMWATER RECYELING

GEOTHERMAL POWER SYSYTEMLOCAL FACTORY PREFABRICATION

NATURE ENERGY SYSTEM
The whole systems of GHS does not use traditional energy instead of green 
clean energy, laying the foundation for a sustainable ecological earth in 
the future with low carbon life. At the same time, it can reduce the energy 
consumption of medical and commercial buildings, reduce pressure and 
improve efficiency for each city.

GHS provides an efficient, predictable and feasible method to recycle medical 
wastes. All the wastes produced from the medical center will be categorized 
and delivered to different places of GHS to be recycled and reused.There is a 
water treatment system in GHS as well, to collect and purify water and then to 
be reused. What’s more, all the construction materials are recyclable.
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RECYCLING SYSTEM

SOLAR POWER SYSYTEM
Solar installations are set on the top of the 

GHS and the top of the outer roundabout lane, 
providing the necessary energy for the building

There is a specific system for recycling medical wastes 
in those mudules. The system needs to be connected 
with the main building , classified and then sent to GHS 
waste department to be dealt with.

The wastes from the basement underneath, which 
include recyclable papers, glasses, plastics, metals and 
other artificial synthetic materials, will be handled in a 
different system with the medical wastes to avoid cross 
contamination

Mater ials wi l l  be designed and produced through algor i thm, 
biotechnology,  material engineering and some others. Under the premise 
of sticking to the nature's circulation rules, they will be provided for 
people to use.

All the materials used in this design can be prefabricated and then shifted to the 
center, reducing the possible pollutions produced by transportation.

Water system is composed of systems like rainwater harvesting, waste 
water purification (medical / commercial), groundwater recycling etc.

The building is surrounding by a double skin with 
a converting wind energy device.

There are lots of ecological green plants in the building, 
they can not only provide a superior aerobic environment, 

but also to make bioenergy into other energy.

The collected rainwater and waste water provide energy 
to the building by gravity and infiltration

When energy can not meet the need of building, it has 
able to get other energy from the earth's surface

MEDICAL WASTE

WIND POWER SYSYTEMCOMMERCIAL WASTE

Water System

Center Park Building AreaBuilding Area Outer RimOuter Rim
300m
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  FLEXIBLE DESIGN

01.Basic Struction Unit

01.Basic Struction Unit

02.Struction Organize

02.Struction Organize

03.Struction Organize

03.Struction Organize

04.Struction Organize

04.Struction Organize

05.Struction Organize

05.Struction Organize

  MODULE DESIGN

Energy System Hydropower System

Air System

Intelligent System Recycle System

Dynamic System Mobile System

Solar Panels Water
Electricty

Fresh Air

Visual Glass
Assembly Module

Water
Waste
Medical Waste

Land
Sea 
Air 

Assembled panels6.0-10.0M

3.5
-6

.0M
3.

5-
5.

0M

Customized Size

  MOBILE UNIT

Land Transportation

Land Travel

Sea Transportation

Sea Travel

Air Transportation

Air Travel

01.Grassland 02.Forest 03.Sea 04.Desert

05.Village 06.City 07.Community 08.Snowfield

  MAERTIAL DESIGN

computational

additive

synthetic

materials

design

manufacture

biology

engineering

NEW MATERIALS

DESIGN STAGE PRODUCTION  STAGE USING  STAGE RECOVERY  STAGE

BACK TO NATURE

RE-USING

BIODEGRADABLEINTELLIGENT 
MANUFACTURING

3D/4D PRINTING

SELF-REPAIRING

SELF-ADAPTING
LOCAL FACTORY 
PREFABRICATION  FUNCTION ANALYSIS

  CONSTRUCTION LAYERS

Sandwich Structures

Drainage System

Rain Inlet 

UAV exit

Link Corridor 

Flexible Unit

Vertical Traffic

Ventilation System
Sunshade Component

Water Circulation System

Water Circulation System

Commerical Area

Entrance to Basement

Double Layer skin

Solar Panels

Temperature Regulating Glass

Rainwater System

Ventilation frame

Vertical Traffic

Pedestrian Entrance

Main Entrance

Solar Panels

Surface Drainage System

UAV Exit

01.Traffic Area

06.Basement 1

Catering CultureRetail Education GymFlexible SpaceSupermarket Theater Coffee Art Galary Equipment Room Car Park UAV Station

02.Leisure Area

07.Basement 2

03.Medical Module

08.Basement 3

04.Data Module

09.Basement 4-5

05.Management Area

10.Basement 6-7

SELF-CHECKING

SELF-REBUILDING

UAV=Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
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